
DAYANANDA SAGAR ACADEMY OF
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Register Now!

TANVI RATNA
CEO, POLICY 4.0
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NAVIN GUPTA
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Register at :https://forms.gle/NhBiExE2HtMRtNp87

TECHVANTAGE
TECH SUMMIT 
2K23

Hands on workshop on
Blockchain, Web3 and
Metaverse. 

Don't miss the opportunity to
attend 
seminars addressed by top CEO's FEE: Rs 500

https://forms.gle/NhBiExE2HtMRtNp87


TechVantage
WEB 3.0 SUMMIT

19th -  20th June

Get one step closer to the
Future at the Tech Summit

10 am to 5 pm

ORGANIZED BY



The Enigma Unraveled

TechVantange, aims to connect leaders from the

FinTech, Web 3.0, and AI industries with 4-5k students

from Dayananda Sagar Academy of Technology and

Management (DSATM) and other colleges.

It will give opportunity to students, businesses,

industry leaders to come together and share

knowledge, network, exchange ideas, incubate

projects. This event is organized by Sumeru Digital in

collaboration with DSATM.



H . H .  G u r u d e v  S r i  S r i  R a v i s h a n k a r

Gurudev Sri Sri Ravi Shankar is a humanitarian, spiritual

leader and an ambassador of peace and human values.

Through his life and work, Gurudev has inspired millions

around the world with a vision of a stress-free, 

violence-free world. 



Tajinder Pal Singh Bagga
National Sec. BJYM  &

Entrepreneur

Navin Gupta
MD, Ripple, South Asia &

MENA Region

Tanvi Ratna
Policy 4.0, 

Founder & CEO

Ajit Tripathi
Growth Advisor &

 Angel Investor

Abhijeet Ranadhir

CEO, Sumeru Digital

And many more speakers.....



Event Highlights

Keynote 
Speeches

Renowned speakers from leading technology

companies will share their insights and vision

for the future.

Panel
Discussions

Expert panels will delve into topics such as

artificial intelligence, blockchain, metaverse,

AI, data analytics, Internet of Things (IoT), and

other emerging technologies, discussing their

impact and potential applications.



Event Highlights  

Workshops
& Demos

Engage in hands-on workshops and

interactive demonstrations to gain practical

experience in various technology domains.

 Startup 
Showcase

A dedicated space will be provided for startups

to showcase their innovative solutions, enabling

them to connect with potential investors,

partners, and customers.



Event Highlights  
Structured networking sessions will be

organized to facilitate meaningful

connections and foster collaborations among

participants.

Tech Expo

An exhibition area will feature technology

companies, showcasing their latest

products, services, and solutions.

Social Events

Enjoy networking dinners & gatherings that

provide additional opportunities to connect

and engage with industry professionals &

thought leaders.

 Networking 
Sessions



Technology
 Partner

Sumeru Digital,  is a part of the globally recognized Sumeru Group of

Companies & was established in November 2021. With a strategic focus

on Products, Services, and Trainings, our primary objective is to develop

innovative products that bridge the gap between Web 2.0 and Web 3.0.

By leveraging the potential of emerging technologies such as Blockchain,

Metaverse, and AI-ML, we aim to address and resolve challenges faced

by billions of individuals worldwide, led by CEO Abhijeet Ranadhir

Visit us at www.SumeruDigital.com

Sumeru Digital is engaged in Blockchain, AI-ML, AR, VR, Metaverse

trainings and providing solutions to different States of India including

Govt. of Rajasthan, Govt of Tripura, UT of Ladakh. Also, involved in

developing Metaverse for Govt of Bahrain. Please find more about the

same here. www.SumeruDigital.com/media-coverage/



Education
Partner

DSATM is one of the premier institutions of the country. DSI

was established by MGVP Trust in 1963 by Late Sri R Dayananda

Sagar. The institutions are now being nurtured by Dr. D

Hemachandra Sagar Chairman, DSI and Dr. D. Premachandra

Sagar Vice Chairman, DSI.

DSATM was established in 2011 and is approved by All India

Council for Technical Education (AICTE), Govt. of India and

affiliated to Visvesvaraya Technological University(VTU). It has

the widest choice of Engineering Branches



Business Opportunities 
These events provide an excellent platform for

networking with industry leaders, potential

clients, and peers. This can lead to

collaborations, partnerships, and new

business opportunities.

 Networking 
Sessions

By hosting or participating in such events,

your brand gets exposure to a targeted

audience. This can increase brand awareness

and potentially lead to increased market

share.

Brand
Exposure



Business Opportunities 
Events like these are a great place to share

and gain knowledge. This can lead to

innovation and improvement in your own

business practices.

 Knowledge
Sharing

These events can be a source of lead

generation. Attendees interested in your

products or services can be converted into

potential leads.

Lead 
Generation

Product Launch/
Demonstration

Such events can be used to launch or

demonstrate new products or services. This

can attract potential customers and media

attention.



Be a part of the

For Corporate & Delegate registrations, visit the

below link -

https://rb.gy/b6hwk

TechVantage

For any queries 

Contact : - +918971227735

https://rb.gy/b6hwk
https://sumerudigital.com/techvantage-a-web-3-0-summit/#

